Antimicrobial Natural Fiber Sponge & Latex Gloves

**Practical Matter**

**Natural Fiber Sponge**

**Earth Friendly**
Fabric created from natural cotton and soy foam.

**Antimicrobial Technology**
Silpure® technology infused into each sponge fiber to prevent mold or bacteria penetration. Ultra-Fresh® anti-microbial product protection provides an additional layer of protection that extends the life of the product.

**Fiber-Stretch Technology**
Product will not tear or break down

**All-Purpose**
Product can be used to safely scrub glassware, tableware, porcelain, bathrooms and showers

**Practical Matter**

**Latex Gloves**

**Ergonomically Shaped**
Product easily contours to the user’s hands.

**Comfortable and Durable**
Perfect for a wide array of cleaning tasks.
Toilet Bowl Deodorizers

### Aromatic smell
Available in three refreshing scents: cherry, orange and lemon

### Air activated
Product begins working once it is unwrapped

### Available in wire and plastic hanger varieties
Will secure onto any toilet bowl

### Thick plastic packaging
Protects against deodorizer dissipation while product is still wrapped

#### Para-Based
- Cherry Scent Wire Hanger
- Orange Scent Wire Hanger
- Lemon Scent Wire Hanger
- Cherry Scent Plastic Hanger
- Orange Scent Plastic Hanger
- Lemon Scent Plastic Hanger

#### Soap & Oxygen Bleach-Based
- Citrus Scent Soap-Based
- Ocean Breeze Scent Soap-Based
- Potpourri Scent Soap-Based
- Oxygen Bleach-Based

#### Displays
- Para-Based 36pc Shelf Display
- Soap-based 156pc Floor Display
- Oxygen-Based 36pc Shelf Display
- Para-Based 216pc Floor Display
- Oxygen Bleach Based 144pc Floor Display

### Water-activated
Cleans and deodorizes with every flush

### Environmentally friendly
Phosphate free. Approved for use in all states.

### Easy to use holder
Hangs on toilet rim and preserves contents.

### Competitive price
Points with national brands
One Drop Toilet Bowl Odor Preventer

**Fresh Drop**
One Drop Before You Go, No One Will Ever Know!

**Efficient**
Requires only one drop before using the toilet. Neutralizes odors before they can escape.

**Innovative**
Creates an invisible layer of protection on the surface of the water. Highly concentrated plant extracts and detergents disinfect, freshen, and clean all at once.

**Effective**
Eliminates instead of hides odors; unlike sprays, plug-ins or candles.

**Safe**
Environmentally friendly, containing no harmful agents. Safe for use in all toilets and septic tanks.

**Convenient**
Blue Drops Automatic Bowl Cleaner

Automatic
Cleans the toilet bowl, automatically with every flush

Durable
Each drop lasts up to six weeks

Signature Blue Hue Drops
Made with balanced density and color.

Easy on the Pipes
Safe for plumbing and septic systems.

Add to your Regular Cleaning Regimen
Compatible for use with other cleaners and bleaches
Moth Repellants

The Original Moth Repellant

IMS Moths Repellents use a higher quality and more pure Para dichlorobenzene and Naphthalene raw material which translates into a longer lasting moth ball.

Attractive packaging captivates the attention of every consumer while thicker poly bags (utilizing less plastic than the competition) conceal the odor of Para and Naphthalene.

Para Facts
- Made from Para dichlorobenzene (99.80%).
- White, crystalline, volatile, water-insoluble solid (C₆H₄Cl₂, of the benzene series)
- Penetrating odor

Naphthalene Facts
- Solid aromatic hydrocarbon
- Colorless, crystalline
- Solid at room temperature; very volatile
- Characteristic pungent odor
**Scrub Strong Scrubs Strong**

**Scrub Standard**
Setting the standard, products are manufactured using a patented process no other brand has been able to copy.

**Scrub Sanitary**
Sponges are treated with an antimicrobial agent to prevent the growth of mold and other microbes.

**Scrub Selection**
Made in a variety of bright colors combined with modern packaging, Scrub Strong naturally attracts the consumer.

**Scrub Strong**
No job is too tough including: wiping down counter tops, cleaning glassware and crystal, and scrubbing grease and grime from dishware.

**Scrub Safe**
All products are dishwasher safe and sponges are 100% safe on all non stick surfaces.
Take Care of Unwanted Houseguests

When you’ve got unwanted company over for an extended stay, the first thing you want to do is get them to go away. IMS Pest Control Products are here to help you on your mission.

IMS Pest Control Products are:

- Non-toxic
- Ready to use right out of the box
- Easy to dispose

Pests are no match!
Choose from the Most Elite Lineup of IMS SWAT Team Members

Metal Variety
- Solid powder-coated wire handle
- Heavyweight for a firm, secure feeling swat
- Durable, standard vented swatting surface allows for lightning fast striking ability

Plastic Variety
- Lightweight plastic design allows for more flexibility
- High-tech vented swatting surface and contoured edges reduce wind drag and provide the ability for quick striking
- Braille on handle describes the tool and signifies an authentic IMS Brands With Braille Product
Scented Sachets

Add a Fresh Scent to your Day!

Choose from 6 Refreshing Scents
- Lavender
- Rose Petals
- Floral Bouquet
- Citrus Spice
- Gardenia
- Wild Berry

Use for a Variety of Applications
- Place a few in the bedroom closet to keep your hanging clothes from smelling stale
- Put one in the linen cabinet to give your garments a refreshing scent
- Use in dresser drawers to ensure a wave of freshness every time you open them
- Place in your automobile and use as a car air freshener
- Fill shoes with a sachet to keep them smelling brand new

Long Lasting!
Bath Accessories, Body Washes, Lotions and Exfoliating Sponges

Bath and Shower Accessories

Body Washes

Body Lotions

Soap Sponges
Antimicrobial Bath & Shower Accessories

Leaving you feeling smooth and refreshed, every time

**Antimicrobial**
Silpure® technology is infused in each sponge fiber to prevent mold or bacteria growth and penetration.

Ultra-Fresh® anti-microbial technology provides an additional layer of protection in the sponges that extends product life.

**Exfoliating**
Textured nylon fibers and natural loofah deeply clean and revive dull and dry skin, leaving it feeling smooth and refreshed.

**Stretchable**
Proprietary fiber-stretch technology creates exfoliating looped fibers that stretch up to 3x the size of a regular washcloth.

**Revitalizing**
Stimulates blood circulation, eliminates dead skin cells and helps reduce the appearance of cellulite.
Cleanlogic Anti-Microbial Accessories

100-6
Exfoliating Body Scrubber

101-6
Exfoliating Large Body Scrubber

102-6
Exfoliating Round Dual Texture Body Scrubber

104-6
Exfoliating Stretch Bath & Shower Cloth

105-6
Stretch Bath & Shower Gloves

106-6
Exfoliating Dual Texture Body Scrubber

113-6
Exfoliating Bath & Shower Mitt

114
Exfoliating Bath & Shower Back Scrubber
Cleanlogic Bath Sponges & Accessories

138
50g Mesh Bath Sponge In Silver Bag

36-6
40g Mesh Bath Sponge

CL-248
2 in 1 Mesh Bath Sponge

CL-250
Silky Soft Mesh Bath Sponge

CL-259
Exfoliating Bath & Shower Mitts

CL-278
Synthetic Sea Sponge

CL-275
Exfoliating Bath & Shower Gloves

CL-244-SD24
24pc Mesh Bath Sponge Counter Display
Cleanlogic

Hard-to-Reach

CL-251
2 in 1 Convertible Mesh Bath Strap

CL-252
2 in 1 Mesh Bath Brush

CL-253
Mesh Bath Brush

CL-254
Wooden Handle Mesh Bath Brush

CL-271
Bristle Bath Brush

CL-276
Net Bath Brush
Cleanlogic Hand, Foot, Face, and Relaxation

CL-262
4 in 1 Foot Buffer & Brush

CL-264
Contoured Pumice Stone

CL-272
Large Gel Eye Mask

CL-273
Sleep Mask

CL-274
Exfoliating Facial Sponge
Stay Clean and Go Green!

A complete lineup of highly sustainable bath and shower accessories made from and packaged in recyclable materials.

Stay Clean and Go Green!
2pk Baby Sponges

Plush Animal Sponges

Round Animal Sponges
Lather up and Smooth Down

Infused with Nopal Cactus
Rich in antioxidants, and known for its deep-healing properties that can help keep skin looking youthful

Three Invigorating Scents
- Restorative Spearmint
- Rejuvenating Orange Blossom
- Moisturizing Sugar & Rice

Braille on Every Bottle
A symbol of the IMS Movement
Soap Sponges

Proprietary Manufacturing and Innovative Design
Only product of its kind in the industry. Combines the cleaning benefits of a bar of soap with the exfoliating ability of a sponge into one product.

Infused with Nopal Extracts
Rich in antioxidants, and known for its deep-healing properties that help keep skin looking youthful.

Glycerin Soap
This gentle cleansing agent is a humectant that draws moisture to the skin, allowing it to remain hydrated and soft.

Three Refreshing Scents
Cucumber Melon
Peach Berry
Lavender

Braille on Every Package
Show off the Products!

We offer several different promotional displays for our full line of products. Displays will attract attention to the product and promote their purchase.

- 24pc Body Wash & Lotion Floor Display
- 30 pc Accessories Floor Display
- Stretch Cloth Clip Strip
- Shower & Bath Gloves Clip Strip
- 96 pc 40g Mesh Bath Sponge Floor Display
- 24pc Mesh Bath Sponge Counter Display